Vocal biomarkers to discriminate cognitive load in a working memory task
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Abstract

Early, accurate detection of cognitive load can help reduce risk of accidents and injuries, and inform intervention and rehabilitation in recovery. Thus, simple noninvasive biomarkers are desired for determining cognitive load under cognitively complex tasks. In this study, a novel set of vocal biomarkers are introduced for detecting different cognitive load conditions. Our vocal biomarkers use phoneme- and pseudosyllable-based measures, and articulatory and source coordination derived from cross-correlation and temporal coherence of formant and creakiness measures. A ~2-hour protocol was designed to induce cognitive load by stressing auditory working memory. This was done by repeatedly requiring the subject to recall a sentence while holding a number of digits in memory. We demonstrate the power of our speech features to discriminate between high and low load conditions. Using a database consisting of audio from 13 subjects, we apply classification models of cognitive load, showing a ~7% detection equal-error rate from features derived from 40 sentence utterances (~4 minutes of audio).

Index Terms: cognitive load, vocal biomarkers, phoneme and pause duration, articulatory coordination

1. Introduction

Cognitive load is defined loosely as the mental demand experienced for a particular task [1][2]. More efficient and effective methods are needed to monitor cognitive load under cognitively and physically stressful conditions. Such conditions include environmental and occupational stressors that can result in dangerous scenarios when cognitively overloaded. Examples of mental stressors are repetitive and/or intense cognitive tasks, psychological stress, and lack of sleep. Physical stressors include intense long-duration operations and/or heavy loads. Both stressors can cause cognitive load, and often contribute simultaneously to load. Applications for cognitive load assessment include individualized detection of cognitive load in an ambulatory, field, or clinical setting. In clinical applications, the objective is often to find and measure the specific causes of load. In operational settings, the objective is often to quickly assess cognitive ability and readiness under loaded conditions, regardless of their etiology.

Biomarkers for monitoring and detecting cognitive load comprise behavioral, physiologic, and cognitive modalities. A potential class of biomarkers that has recently gained popularity is based on speech characteristics. Vocal features are desirable as biomarkers of cognitive status because they can be obtained easily (e.g., via telephone), greatly increasing global accessibility to an automated method for cognitive assessment. Certain vocal features have been shown to change with a subject’s mental and emotional state, under numerous conditions including cognitive load. These features include characterizations of prosody (e.g., fundamental frequency and speaking rate), spectral representations (e.g., mel-cepstra), and glottal excitation flow patterns, such as flow shape, timing jitter, amplitude shimmer, and aspiration [1]-[8].

A motivation for the vocal features developed is the hypothesis that cognitive load can be assessed by measures of speech-segment-based prosodic dynamics and articulatory and source coordination. Specifically, we employ phoneme- and pseudosyllable-based measures that include rate, duration and pitch dynamics, as well as pause information, and articulatory and source coordination measures from cross correlations and cross coherences among extracted signals such as formant tracks, delta mel-cepstra coefficients, and creakiness signals. A subset of these vocal features have been used effectively in other neuro-cognitive contexts such as in detection of depression, traumatic brain injury, and dementia [8]-[11], thus perhaps forming a common vocal feature basis for neurocognitive change.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our data collection using a novel cognitive load protocol that taxes auditory working memory by eliciting sentence recall under varying levels of cognitive load. In Section 3, we describe our signal processing methodologies for vocal feature extraction. Section 4 reports cognitive load detection results using a Gaussian classifier. Section 5 provides conclusions and projections toward future work.

2. Working memory protocol

Subjects gave informed consent to a working memory–based protocol approved by the MIT Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects (COUHES). Audio data are collected with a DPA acoustic lapel microphone (with a Roland Octa-Capture audio interface. Following setup and training, each subject engages in the primary task of verbally recalling sentences with varying levels of cognitive load, as determined by the number of digits being held in working memory [18]. Specifically, a single trial of the auditory working memory task comprises: the subject hearing a string...
of digits, then hearing a sentence, then waiting for a tone eliciting spoken recall of the sentence, followed by another tone eliciting recall of the digits. This task is administered with three difficulty levels, involving 108 trials per level. The same set of 108 sentences is used in each difficulty level. The order of trials (sentences and difficulty level) is randomized. The entire protocol, approximately two hours in duration, is illustrated in Figure 1. The multi-talker PRESTO sentence database is used for sentence stimuli [15].
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Figure 1: Auditory working memory protocol.

The working memory task is split into a training and a testing phase. During training, the length of presented digit sequence is alternately increased and decreased via an adaptive tracking algorithm [16] to determine the geometric mean of the number of digits a subject can recall. This number, $n_c$, is used to determine the maximum number of digits presented during testing, $d_n$, used in the three difficulty levels for the test phase. The test phase consists of 324 (= $108 \times 3$) consecutive trials randomized and balanced across the three difficulty levels.

We used $d_n = \{\text{floor}(n_c), \text{floor}(n_c)-2, \text{floor}(n_c)-4\}$ for the first four subjects. Thus, a subject with $n_c=5.32$ would have $d_n=\{5, 3, 1\}$. One way these difficulty levels might manifest behaviorally is via subject accuracy, with poorer accuracy at higher loads (more digits). The performance differences between easy and difficult conditions were small for our subjects, so we increased the difficulty by using $d_n = \{\text{ceil}(n_c), \text{ceil}(n_c)-1, \text{ceil}(n_c)-2\}$ for the remaining eight subjects. As a result of these changes, digit-span accuracy was consistently lower for the hardest difficulty level compared to the easiest among the final nine subjects.

Despite the minor protocol changes between early and late subjects, a common load assessment test for all 13 subjects is used to determine the maximum number of digits presented during testing, $d_n$, used in the three difficulty levels for the test phase. The test phase consists of 324 (= $108 \times 3$) consecutive trials randomized and balanced across the three difficulty levels.

We used $d_n = \{\text{floor}(n_c), \text{floor}(n_c)-2, \text{floor}(n_c)-4\}$ for the first four subjects. Thus, a subject with $n_c=5.32$ would have $d_n=\{5, 3, 1\}$. One way these difficulty levels might manifest behaviorally is via subject accuracy, with poorer accuracy at higher loads (more digits). The performance differences between easy and difficult conditions were small for our subjects, so we increased the difficulty by using $d_n = \{\text{ceil}(n_c), \text{ceil}(n_c)-1, \text{ceil}(n_c)-2\}$ for the remaining eight subjects. As a result of these changes, digit-span accuracy was consistently lower for the hardest difficulty level compared to the easiest among the final nine subjects.

3. Feature extraction

Feature vectors are extracted only from the single spoken sentence component of each trial in the test phase of the auditory memory task. Low-level vocal features comprise measures of phoneme durations, pseudosyllable rate, pitch dynamics, articulation, spectral dynamics, and creak. We construct high-level features that capture inter-relationships among the low-level features. The feature sets are derived under the hypothesis that differences in cognitive load produce detectable changes in speech production timing and articulatory and source coordination. Low-level features, produced every 10 ms, are approximately immune to slowly-varying linear channel effects due to not being directly dependent on spectral magnitude.

3.1. Low-level vocal feature extraction

**Phonemes:** Using an automatic phoneme recognition algorithm [12], phonetic boundaries are detected, with each segment labeled with one of 40 phonetic speech classes.

**Pseudo-syllables:** Vocal syllable-like patterns are detected based on the concept of a pseudo-syllable (PS) [19]. The automatic phoneme recognition system detects individual speech sounds, which are combined into PS segments. For example, “v,” “cv,” and “ccv” are all valid PSs.

**Pitch slopes:** The fundamental frequency (pitch) is estimated using an autocorrelation method over a 40-ms Hanning window every 1 ms [20]. Within each phone or PS segment, a linear fit is made to the log of the pitch, yielding a pitch slope ($\Delta \log(\text{Hz})/s$) for each phonetic or PS speech unit.

**Formant frequencies:** A Kalman filter technique is used to characterize vocal tract resonance dynamics by smoothly tracking the first three formant frequencies, while also smoothly smoothing through non-speech regions [15].

**Delta Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs):** 16 delta MFCCs are used to characterize velocities of vocal tract spectral magnitudes. Delta MFCCs are computed using regression with the two frames before and after a given frame.

**Creaky voice quality:** A creaky voice quality (vocal fry, irregular pitch periods, etc.), is characterized using acoustic measures of low-frequency/damped glottal pulses [21]. Low-level features include previously-studied metrics of short-term power, intra-frame periodicity, inter-pulse similarity [22], and two measures of the degree of sub-harmonic energy (reflecting the presence of secondary glottal pulses) and the temporal peakiness of glottal pulses with long period [23]. These low-level features are input into an artificial neural network to yield creak posterior probabilities on a frame basis [24].

3.2. High-level features

Our high-level features are designed to characterize properties of timing and coordination from the low-level features.

**Phoneme-dependent features:** Building on previous work [8]-[11], features conditioned on time segments of detected phonemes are constructed based on their discriminative value. For each phoneme, the features considered are: phoneme counts, total phoneme durations, and slopes of log-pitch during phonemes [9][11]. These features were computed in two different conditions: for all detected phonemes and for those phoneme instances where pitch slopes are marked as valid. The slope of log pitch values is marked as valid if its absolute value is less than eight [9], indicating that the slope is likely derived from a continuous pitch contour.

Four phoneme-based features were found useful, each an aggregate derived from a linear combination of 25 phonemes, with weights based on their discriminative value. In [9] these weights were derived from correlations with depression scores. Here, each weight is the signed Mahalanobis distance between the measured distributions (using mean and variance) for high and low loads. Table 1 lists the five most important
Phonemes and their weights for each of the aggregate features. It is interesting to observe that the total pause count ("sil") plays an important role, consistent with other findings [4].

Table 1. Phoneme-based features. The top 5 phonemes are listed for each feature, along with their weights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Phns</th>
<th>Phn count</th>
<th>Phns with valid pitch slopes</th>
<th>Phn count</th>
<th>Phn dur.</th>
<th>Pitch slope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'sil'</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>'v'</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>'v'</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'v'</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>'ch'</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>'ch'</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'hh'</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>'w'</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>'w'</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'zh'</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>'zh'</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>'zh'</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'sh'</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>'hh'</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>'ao'</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pseudosyllable-based features: A similar processing approach is applied to pseudosyllable (PS) speech segments. The PS dictionary contains silence ("#") and different combinations of consonants ('c') and vowels ('v'). Three different aggregate PS features were found useful, based on linear combinations of the top 10 PS-based measures of counts and pitch dynamics. As with the phoneme-based features, weights are the signed Mahalanobis distances between the measures for high and low loads (Table 2). Again the total pause count ("sil") plays an important role.

Correlation structure: Measures of the structure of correlations among low-level speech features have been applied in the estimation of depression [9], the estimation of cognitive performance associated with dementia [8], and the detection of changes in cognitive performance associated with mild traumatic brain injury [10]. The details for this approach are in [25], where the method was first introduced for analysis of EEG signals for epileptic seizure prediction.

Channel-delay correlation and covariance matrices are computed from multiple time series of vocal parameters. Each matrix contains correlation or covariance coefficients between the channels at multiple time delays. Changes over time in the coupling strengths among the channel signals cause changes in the eigenvalue spectra of the matrices. The matrices are computed at multiple "time scales" corresponding to separate sub-frame spacings. Features consist of the eigenvalue spectra of channel-delay correlation matrices, as well as covariance and entropy from channel-delay covariance matrices.

In previous applications, vectors comprising the correlation-based eigenspectra and covariance-based entropy and power have been concatenated into a single feature vector and then projected, using principal component analysis (PCA), into lower dimensions. In the current application, better discriminative value was found by applying PCA separately to the multi-scale correlation- and covariance-based features.

Table 2. The top five pseudosyllable (PS)-based features and their weights (w).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All PS</th>
<th>PS count</th>
<th>PS with valid pitch slopes</th>
<th>PS pitch slope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'sil'</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>'v'</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'v'</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>'c'</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'c'</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>'cc'</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'cc'</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>'cccc'</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'cccc'</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>'cccccc'</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows parameters used to extract correlation structure features from three different low-level speech sources: formant frequency tracks, creak probabilities, and delta MFCCs. Sub-frame spacings of 1, 3, 7, 15, and 21 are used and, due to the 10-ms frame interval of the low-level features, these correspond to time spacings of 10, 30, 70, 150, and 210 ms, respectively. Each matrix (for each scale) is constructed using 15 time delays. The number of correlation-based features is the number of signal channels times the number of scales (i.e., number of sub-frame spacings) times the number of time delays (15) per time scale. The number of covariance-based features is the number of time scales (entropy features) plus one log power feature, as power is invariant across scale. Parameters are similar to those of previous studies [8]-[10], with numbers of principal components chosen based on discrimination performance.

The differences in eigenspectra patterns due to high versus low cognitive loads provide indications about the effect of load on speech. In Figure 2, averages across all subjects of normalized eigenvalues from formant and creak signals at time scale 3 (sub-frame spacing of 7) are shown for low load (blue) and high load (red). The eigenvalues are ordered, left to right, from largest to smallest. So, in both cases, there is greater power in the small eigenvalues during higher cognitive load. This indicates greater dynamical complexity in formant frequencies and creak during higher cognitive load.

Figure 2: Correlation structure features: Average normalized eigenvalues from all subjects for low and high cognitive loads, based on formant frequencies (left) and creak (right).

Coherence structure and power: We have also introduced a feature set that characterizes the structure of signal coherence and power at multiple frequency bands. The coherence between channels, indicating the amount of cross-channel power in a frequency band relative to the amount of within-channel power, provides a measure of how closely related the signals are within a frequency band. The power and cross-power are computed among three formant frequency channels in two different frequency bands, and a 3 × 3 coherence matrix is constructed for each band. The eigenspectra of the coherence matrices indicate the structure of coherence across the channels. PCA is used to project these features into lower dimensional representations. Table 4
obtained (108 for each load). One ROC curve derived from sensitivity/specificity tradeoff. For each subject, 216 scores are obtained by varying a detection threshold to characterize the load). A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is produced a load score (log-likelihood ratio of high versus low data across both load conditions. In each trial, the GC means, and a common covariance matrix is used based on the knowledge of a subject’s baseline features.

The differences in coherence and power features due to high versus low cognitive load provide indications about the effect of load on speech. In Figure 3 (left), averages across all subjects of normalized coherence eigenvalues from frequency band 1.0–2.0 Hz are shown for low load (blue) and high load (red). The eigenvalues are ordered, left to right, from largest to smallest. Similar to the correlation structure results shown in Figure 2, these results indicate greater power in the smaller eigenvalues for the higher load condition. In Figure 3 (right), it is shown that the higher load condition is also associated with less power for the first two formants.

Our goal is to detect differences in cognitive load from voice measurements. To evaluate detection performance, for each subject the 108 feature vectors (one vector per spoken sentence and load condition) from the max-digit condition is assigned to the high load class, and the 108 vectors from the max-digit-minus-two condition is assigned to the low load class. Leave-one-subject-out cross-validation is used with a classifier trained on 12 held-out subjects when discriminating between high and low cognitive load on a test subject.

A key processing step is individualized feature normalization. This involves, for each subject (whether in the training or test set), subtracting the mean from each feature across both load conditions. This processing step is done to remove inter-subject feature variability, and implies that the ability to discriminate load conditions requires some knowledge of a subject’s baseline features.

Load discrimination is done with a Gaussian classifier (GC), where the Gaussians are centered on the two class means, and a common covariance matrix is used based on the data across both load conditions. In each trial, the GC produces a load score (log-likelihood ratio of high versus low load). A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is obtained by varying a detection threshold to characterize the sensitivity/specificity tradeoff. For each subject, 216 scores are obtained (108 for each load). One ROC curve derived from scores of all 13 subjects characterizes total performance, with the area under the curve (AUC) serving as a summary statistic.

Table 4. Frequency band coherence and power features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal type</th>
<th>Feature type</th>
<th>Freq. Band (Hz)</th>
<th># Raw features</th>
<th># PCA features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formant Coh.</td>
<td>0.25–1.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formant Coh.</td>
<td>1.0–2.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formant Log Pow.</td>
<td>1.0–2.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 lists the number of features used by the GC for each feature set, and the AUC results. The feature sets consists of the features described in Tables 1-4. The best overall performance of AUC = 0.61 is obtained by combining (via vector concatenation) all four feature sets.

Although our protocol involves feature processing of single spoken sentences, the ability to detect load across multiple sentences can be assessed by combining the GC scores from different trials, provided that the trials involve the same load condition. This was done by randomly selecting, from the same subject, a number of trials of either high load or low load, and summing their GC scores. For each subject, load condition and combination number, 200 randomly chosen sets of trials were used to determine performance across multiple sentences. Figure 4 (left) contains boxplots summarizing the AUC values for the 13 subjects, given combinations of 1, 5, 10, …, 40 trials. The median AUC value is 0.83 after 10 trials and 0.91 after 20 trials, with AUC for all subjects > 0.9 after 35 trials. In Figure 4 (right) are shown the cross-subject ROC curves from the same multi-trial combinations. For 40 trials (~4 minutes), we obtain an equal error rate of ~7%, corresponding to ~93% detection with ~7% false alarm.

In this paper, we demonstrated the power of our speech features to discriminate between high and low cognitive load conditions. Our features capture inter-relationships among phoneme durations, pseudosyllable rates, pitch dynamics, articulation, spectral dynamics, and creak. Using a database consisting of audio from 13 subjects and recalled sentences prior to recalling a digit span, we effectively applied classification models of cognitive load. Our approach uses standard features at a “low-level” from which relational information is derived. Future work will involve a more formal comparison with alternative conventional approaches [1]-[7]. Future work will also involve expansion of our approach to the other modalities that were collected as part of this study (EEG, facial video, and physiology).
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